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1. Motivation

The programmability of parallel accelerators is a major barrier to their general adoption. Modern, complex software relies heavily on reusable, object-oriented frameworks that use inheritance and virtual functions. Although programming extensions like CUDA [2], OpenCL [17] and OpenACC [1] have expanded the subset of C++ supported on GPUs, efficiently executing object-oriented code still requires significant porting effort for both functionality and performance. To alleviate the functionality problem, we propose the first CPU/GPU allocator that enables objects with virtual functions to be allocated on the CPU then used on the GPU without programmer intervention. Using both our new allocator and legacy techniques, we perform the first study of virtual function calls and dynamic dispatch on GPUs, identifying a different set of bottlenecks than observed on CPUs. Decades of work on runtime systems, compilers and architectures for CPUs have improved the execution of object-oriented applications enough to make them commonplace [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 18, 23, 24]. We seek to do the same for GPUs.

Figure 1 demonstrates the motivation for a novel solution on GPUs. Figure 1 illustrates the implementation and added latency of calling a virtual function, known as the direct cost [11], using CUDA. Similar to C++ implementations on CPUs, CUDA implements virtual functions by storing a virtual table (vTable) for each type that contains virtual function (vFunc) pointers. Each concrete object instance contains a pointer to its vTable. When calling a virtual function, a pointer to the vTable is loaded $\text{A}$, then the table is accessed to obtain the virtual function pointer $\text{B}$. Finally, an indirect branch is called using the address loaded from the table $\text{C}$. Figure 1b plots a breakdown of the latency added by each of these instructions using PC sampling on GPU-enabled implementations of object-oriented applications [19, 20, 21, 22] on an NVIDIA V100. 87% of the direct cost comes from the load to the vTable pointer $\text{A}$. Since each object has a private copy of its vTable pointer, if each thread is accessing a different object, the load at $\text{A}$ will be diverged, generating a request to a different memory location from each thread. However, since the many objects being accessed come from a much smaller number of types, many threads will ultimately access the same vTable, resulting in coalesced memory accesses and more cache hits for $\text{B}$. If the vTable pointer load can be avoided, most of the direct cost from calling virtual functions can be eliminated as well. To address this issue, we propose two novel, complementary techniques, one implemented completely in software: Coordinated Object Allocation and function Lookup (COAL) and one that requires a small hardware change: TypePointer. Both techniques remove the need to dereference an object’s pointer to call its virtual functions.

2. Limitations of the State of the Art

State of the Art solutions for object-oriented programming on GPUs have several limitations. From a performance standpoint, no prior work has identified the bottlenecks of dynamic dispatch on GPUs. The closest work to our own is Intel’s Concord [3], which adds virtual function call functionality to heterogeneous CPU/GPU objects in a machine with shared physical memory and a GPU that cannot perform indirect jumps. Instead of using vTables and function pointers to implement virtual functions, Concord embeds a type field within the object and uses a statically compiled switch statement to select the appropriate function implementation. Neither Concord nor contemporary CUDA implementations of virtual functions avoid the overhead of accessing the object to determine its type (i.e., the $\text{A}$ access in Figure 1). To the best of our knowledge, we are the first work for either CPUs or GPUs that performs virtual functions calls without dereferencing the object. Finally, no existing infrastructure can share objects with virtual functions between the CPU and a discrete GPU.
3. Key Insights

- We should rethink virtual function implementations for GPUs, which we demonstrate have fundamentally different bottlenecks than CPUs. GPUs primarily suffer from the additional memory traffic caused by performing thousands of virtual function calls in parallel.
- Using two novel techniques, the direct overhead of virtual function calls on GPUs is greatly reduced by determining an object’s vTable location based only on the object’s address.

4. Main Artifacts

This paper presents two novel techniques, one implemented in software only, COAL, and one that requires minimal hardware support, TypePointer. Both techniques reduce the number of memory accesses required to call virtual functions on GPUs. Table 1 details the three abstract actions that happen when a virtual function is called and enumerates the number of global memory accesses required for the baseline and our proposed solutions. CUDA accesses each object instance to obtain the object’s vTable*, meaning that memory accesses are proportional to the number of accessed objects. In both our solutions, the vTable* is obtained without dereferencing the object pointer. COAL modifies the memory allocator to allocate objects of the same type in contiguous address ranges. Next, a software lookup function obtains the object’s vTable* without accessing individual objects by testing the object pointer against all the allocated ranges. The lookup operation still generates memory accesses; however, memory accesses are now proportional to the number of types in the program, not the number of objects. Generally, NumObjectInstances >> NumObjectTypes, which results in less memory pressure using COAL. More importantly, there is significant reuse in the lookup function, where each thread walks a small, centralized data structure, regardless of which object it is accessing. In contrast, CUDA accesses thousands of discrete objects spread throughout memory to obtain their type. TypePointer is a more efficient, alternative solution to COAL that requires a small change to the compiler, allocator, and hardware. Using a much smaller allocator change than COAL, TypePointer makes use of extra bits in the 64-bit object pointer (GPU unified memory uses a 49-bit virtual address space) to embed object type information inside the pointer to the object when it is allocated. TypePointer then uses a simple sequence of shift and mask instructions to obtain the object’s vTable* without accessing main memory. TypePointer requires a small change to the GPU’s Memory Management Unit (MMU) to ignore the unused bits in the virtual address.

We implement both COAL and TypePointer using CUDA 10.1 and PTX compiler transformations. We evaluate both techniques on real hardware (an NVIDIA Volta V100), as well as in simulation (using NVIDIA SASS-based Accel-Sim [16]) over a collection of highly parallel object-oriented applications. To get the most reliable performance numbers, we evaluate TypePointer (which requires hardware changes) in real silicon by developing a prototype based on observed patterns in the unified memory allocator. This implementation is described in detail in the full paper’s Section 6.2. A novel memory allocation infrastructure that enables objects with virtual functions to be shared between the CPU and GPU is also introduced.

5. Key Results

Figure 2 plots the performance improvement of COAL (72%) and TypePointer (85%) over State of the Art virtual function call implementations and memory allocators on a silicon V100 GPU. By reducing the number of expensive global memory accesses, both COAL and TypePointer can outperform a contemporary CUDA implementation of virtual functions as well as proposed work from Intel Concord [3], both of which access individual objects to obtain their type information.

6. Why ASPLOS

This paper touches on elements of memory allocation (operating systems), programming languages (compilers and object-oriented language implementation), and architecture (MMU modifications to enable TypePointer). Optimizing the performance of productive programming language constructs on accelerators is a relatively new topic, encouraged by ASPLOS.

7. Citation for Most Influential Paper Award

For pioneering work on decreasing the effort to make use of massively parallel accelerators with contemporary, productive programming techniques. By carefully identifying the key bottleneck in massively parallel virtual function calling, COAL and TypePointer are the first mechanisms to perform runtime virtual functions calls without dereferencing an object’s pointer. Judging a Type by its Pointer has enabled new classes of workloads to take advantage of parallel acceleration.
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